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Abstract
We introduce the convolutional spectral kernel (CSK), a novel family of inter-
pretable and non-stationary kernels derived from the convolution of two imaginary
radial basis functions. We propose the input-frequency spectrogram as a novel
tool to analyze nonparametric kernels as well as the kernels of deep Gaussian
processes (DGPs). Observing through the lens of the spectrogram, we shed light
on the interpretability of deep models, along with useful insights for effective
inference. We also present scalable variational and stochastic Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo inference to learn rich, yet interpretable frequency patterns from data using
DGPs constructed via covariance functions. Empirically we show on simulated
and real-world datasets that CSK extracts meaningful non-stationary periodicities.
1 Introduction
Gaussian processes (GP) [1] are rich distributions over functions, which provide a convenient choice
for priors in nonparametric regression. Noted as infinitely wide neural networks [2], GP models offer
robustness to overfitting, a principled way of encoding prior information, and uncertainty bounds
towards outputs. However, GP models seldom tackle extrapolation due to the innate rigidity of
the default squared exponential (SE) kernel, which only recognizes stationary, monotonic patterns.
Efforts [3, 4, 5, 6] have been made for more expressive kernels for GP models, but the proposed
kernel structures typically stay constant over the input space, which deems them insufficient for big
data rife with non-stationarities.
Previous efforts have augmented SE kernel by removing its stationarity or monotonicity constraint:
respectively, the non-stationary quadratic (NSQ) kernel [3] uses spatially varying lengthscales; the
non-monotonic, stationary spectral mixture (SM) kernel [4] adds a frequency term. In this work,
we unify the two directions by proposing convolutional spectral kernel, a non-stationary kernel
accounting for both spatially varying lengthscales and frequencies.
Many kernels used in Gaussian processes can be expressed as a summation of Gaussian characteristic
functions. In order to interpret such kernels, we introduce the notion of spectrogram as a tool
depicting the relation between the input and frequencies, i.e., which frequencies occur at which inputs.
Given the generality of our formulations, we are able to interpret a variety of nonparametric kernels
with spectrograms.
The spectrogram can also be used to interpret GP models having input warping, such as deep Gaussian
processes (DGPs) [7] and deep kernel learning [8]. Our new viewpoint sheds light on previously
uninterpretable state-of-the-art GP models by revealing its spectral characteristics. Presenting an
equivalence between DGP and a GP with NSQ kernel, we demonstrate that using the NSQ kernel has
the advantage of removing symmetric multimodality of the posterior distribution, a common issue
with DGPs.
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We also introduce scalable inference schemes for GP models with CSK, which can be extended to
DGPs constructed with covariance functions [9]. Imposing sparse GP priors over the functional
hyperparameters, we derive stochastic gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, and doubly stochastic
variational inference as scalable inference tools for kernel learning. Empirically we show that CSK
extracts rich yet interpretable patterns from data.
2 The convolutional spectral kernel
In this section, we derive the convolutional spectral kernel, a non-stationary, nonparametric kernel,
interpretable through its local lengthscale, frequency and variance functions. Throughout the dis-
cussion of this paper, we assume a simple regression task: the objective is to infer a scalar function
f(x) ∈ R with D-dimensional inputs x ∈ RD, with a finite supply of N observed data points as a
data matrix X ∈ RN×D, and a set of noisy observations y ∈ RN . We assume the function f is a
realization of some underlying zero-mean Gaussian process, with homoskedastic observation noise
of precision β,
f(x) ∼ GP(0, k(x,x′)), (1)
y = f(x) + ,  ∼ N (0, β−1). (2)
Our construction of CSK is inspired by the construction of non-stationary kernels with spatially-
varying lengthscales [3, 10, 11]. We propose a novel feature map Kx(u) ∈ C of complex-valued
radial bases:
Kxi(u) =
1
(2pi)D/2|Σi|1/2 exp
(
−1
2
∥∥∥Σ−1/2i (xi − u− ıµi)∥∥∥2) = N (xi − u|ıµi,Σi) . (3)
Here we abuse the notation of a multivariate normal density, where ı denotes the imaginary unit,
u ∈ RD denotes a point in input space, and the µi := µ(xi) ∈ RD, Σi := Σ(xi) ∈ RD×D
are vector- or matrix-valued functions of xi denoting the frequencies or covariance of the input
space, respectively. Convolving Kxi with a white noise process g(xi) ∼ GP(0, δxi=xj ), we get a
non-stationary Gaussian process f [11]:
f(xi) =
∫
Kxi(u)g(u) du. (4)
The kernel of f is the inner product between Kxi(u) and Kxj (u), which is solved analytically:
cov[f(xi), f(xj)] =
∫
Kxi(u)Kxj (u) du = N
(
xi − xj |ı(µi + µj),Σi + Σj
)
. (5)
Kxi(·) denotes the complex conjugate. We obtain a non-stationary correlation function after normal-
ization:
R(xi,xj) =
2D/2|Σi|1/4|Σj |1/4
|Σi + Σj |1/2 exp
(
−1
2
(Sij +Qij)
)
cos(Uij), (6)
Qij = (xi − xj)>(Σi + Σj)−1(xi − xj), (7)
Sij = (Σ
−1
i µi −Σ−1j µj)>
(
Σ−1i + Σ
−1
j
)−1
(Σ−1i µi −Σ−1j µj), (8)
Uij = (µi + µj)
>(Σi + Σj)−1(xi − xj). (9)
We can see from (9) that CSK computes pairwise frequencies ω(xi,xj) for each pair of data points:
Uij = 2piω(xi,xj)
>(xi−xj), and the exponential terms include a Mahalanobis distance between xi
and xj governed by covariance Σi+Σj , and another Mahalanobis distance between local frequencies
ω(xi,xi) and ω(xj ,xj), governed by Σ−1i + Σ
−1
j .
CSK unifies two generalizations of the SE kernel. Paciorek and Schervish [3] generalize the SE
kernel by allowing lengthscales to spatially vary, which is a subclass of CSK when µi ≡ 0; the
spectral mixture kernel [4] generalizes the SE kernel by allowing for non-zero frequency mean, which
is a subclass of CSK when functions µi and Σi are kept constant.
CSK as a correlation function identifies one frequency components in the underlying data, while
the data might exhibit behaviors such as multiple frequencies and spatially varying variances. Such
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Figure 1: Overview of some kernels used in GP models, with sample paths (first row), kernel matrices
(second row), and spectrogram (third row). Examples include SE [1], NSQ [3], SM [4], GSK [12],
GSM [13], HM [14] and CSK (current work).
behaviors can be accounted for by stacking multiple CSKs multiplied by a standard deviation function
σp(·):
kCS(xi,xj) =
P∑
p=1
σp(xi)σp(xj)Rp(xi,xj). (10)
CSK is defined through the component functions σp(·), Σp(·), and µp(·). We denote the set of
functional parameters as Θ, and each functional parameter θ(x) ∈ Θ has a warped GP [15] prior:
θ(xi) = Fθ(hθ(xi)), (11)
hθ(xi) ∼ GP(0, kθ(xi,xj)), (12)
For simplification, we assume diagonal covariances: Σp = diag(`2p1, · · · `2pD). The warping function
Fθ ensures the CSK to be positive definite.
3 The spectrogram
In this section, we derive a novel representation of input-frequency spectrograms for a wide family
of kernels, and connect the spectrogram to existing deep GP models. We consider a kernel taking a
generalized form of the Gaussian characteristic function, indexed by a set A :
k(x,x′) =
∑
a∈A
σa(x,x
′) exp(−d2a(x,x′) + 2ıpiωa(x,x′)). (13)
Here σa(·, ·) denotes variance, da(·, ·) : RD × RD 7→ R≥0 denotes a distance between x and x′,
and the function ωa(·, ·) denotes the phase difference. Using this intuition, we assume d(x,x′) ≥
d(x,x) = 0, and ω(x,x) = 0, and that d2(x,x′) is convex.
The form (13) includes a broad array of kernels used in Gaussian process models. Most notably, it
recovers the harmonizable mixture kernel [14] with a complex-valued σa and all classes of isotropic
kernels with a possibly infinite component set A [16].
The Wigner transform [17] transforms covariance functions to a quasi-probability distribution between
input and frequency:
W (x,ω) =
∫
RD
k(x + τ/2,x− τ/2) exp(−2ıpiω>τ )dτ . (14)
3
The W (x,ω) characterizes the relation between input and frequency and has proved to preserve
instantaneous frequency, a desirable property not obtained via the conventional notion of spectrogram
obtained via short-time Fourier transform. But (14) is intractable for (13). To remedy this intractability,
we approximate the kernel (13) with Taylor expansion for functions da and ωa:
d2a(x + τ/2,x− τ/2) ≈ τ>
(
lim
t→0
Htd
2
a(x + t/2,x− t/2)
)
τ , (15)
ωa(x + τ/2,x− τ/2) ≈
(
lim
t→0
Jtωa(x + t/2,x− t/2)
)>
τ , (16)
σa(x + τ/2,x− τ/2) ≈ σa(x,x), (17)
where Jt and Ht are, respectively, the Jacobian and Hessian matrices w.r.t. variable t. Plugging
(15)-(17) into (13), we obtain an approximation of the kernel with a tractable Wigner transform (14),
which we name as the spectrogram of the kernel k:
Spec(x,ω) =
∑
a∈A
σa(x,x)N
(
ω
∣∣∣∣ωa(x), Λa(x)2pi2
)
, (18)
where ωa(x) and Λa(x) are the Jacobian and Hessian limit matrices defined in the parentheses of
(15) and (16). The Λa(x) is positive definite given the convexity of d2a. Our definition of spectrogram
recovers the exact Wigner transform when the approximations (15)-(17) are exact.
3.1 Examples of non-stationary spectrograms
In this subsection, we derive spectrograms for some non-stationary, nonparametric covariances,
[3, 10, 13] (See Table 1 and Figure 1), whose current interpretations mostly rely on intuition.
The non-stationary quadratic (NSQ) kernel [3, 10] explains non-stationarity with spatially dependent
input covariances. NSQ is a special case of CSK (6) with zero frequency (Uij = Sij ≡ 0). It is
straightforward for NSQ that Λ(xi) = 4Σ−1i , which conforms to the intuition that NSQ is a kernel
depicting locally varying input covariances with Σi.
The generalized spectral mixture (GSM) kenel [13] augments NSQ with a complex-valued sinusoid:
kGSM (xi,xj) = kNSQ(xi,xj) exp(2ıpi(µ
>
i xi − µ>j xj)). (19)
GSM kernel shares the same Λ(xi) as NSQ, while adding a frequency term ω(xi) = µi + Jxiµix.
The term µi by itself does not accurately reflect the instantaneous frequency.
We also derive the spectrogram for CSK, yielding an unbiased frequency term but a biased Λ(x) (See
Table 1).
3.2 DGP with SE kernel is equivalent to a GP with NSQ kernel
We turn our attention to deep Gaussian processes (DGPs) constructed via functional composition.
Such DGPs can be represented via a sequence of processes {fl}∞l=1, where fL = fL−1◦fL−2◦· · ·◦f1.
Formally,
f1(x) ∼ GP(m1(x), k1(x, x′)), (20)
fL(x)|fL−1(x) ∼ GP(mL(fL−1(x)), kL(fL−1(x), fL−1(x′))). (21)
Kernel equation ω(xi) Λ(xi) reference
Non-stationary quadratic (6)† 0 4Σ−1i Paciorek and Schervish [3]
Generalized spectral mixture (19) µi + Jxiµix 4Σ
−1
i Remes et al. [13]
Convolutional spectral kernel (6) 12piΣ
−1
i µi 4
(
Σ−1i + 4pi
2
(
Jxiω(xi)
>ΣiJxiω(xi)
))
current work
DGP-SE (22) 0 Jxif
>
L−1Σ
−1JxifL−1 Damianou and Lawrence [7]
DGP-SM (23) JxifL−1µ Jxif
>
L−1Σ
−1JxifL−1 Wilson et al. [8]
Table 1: Spectrogram function parameters for various non-stationary covariance function and compo-
sitional DGP. †: NSQ is a special case where Sij = Uij ≡ 0.
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The squared exponential (SE) kernel is a default choice for kL. Thus, the conditional kernel function
kL(·, ·|fL−1) conforms to the general form (13):
kL(x, x
′|fL−1) = w2 exp
(
− (fL−1(x)− fL−1(x
′))2
`2
)
≈ w2 exp
(
− (x− x
′)2
`2((x+ x′)/2)
)
. (22)
Assuming the derivative f ′L−1(x) is nonzero, we can use the spectrogram to analyze such DGPs. It
is straightforward to see (22) as a kernel with varying lengthscales `(x) = |`/f ′L−1(x)|. Given the
analysis of the NSQ kernel, it is not difficult to see that a ‘shallow’ GP with an NSQ kernel, where
Σi = `
2(xi)/2, shares the same spectrogram as this DGP. If the derivative f ′L−1(x) is nonzero, a
compositional DGP parametrized with an SE kernel is equivalent to a GP parametrized with a NSQ
kernel with varying lengthscales `(x).
3.3 DGPs with spectral mixture kernel learn a non-stationary spectrogram
DGPs with a default SE kernel handle non-stationarity by warping the input through a sequence of
GPs, making it easy for them to interpolate data with locally varying smoothness. We claim that
equipping DGPs with spectral mixture (SM) kernels [4] can help learn a non-stationary spectrogram,
which is more fitting for extrapolations.
The SM kernel is constructed by multiplying an SE kernel with a stationary sinusoidal function, and
a DGP equipped with SM has the following conditional kernel:
kL(x, x
′|fL−1) = exp(−(fL−1(x)− fL−1(x′))2/`2 + 2ıpiµ(fL−1(x)− fL−1(x′))). (23)
The form (23) can also be analyzed through spectrogram, which gives input-varying frequencies
ω(x) = µf ′(x). For a detailed account of spectrograms under multivariate settings, see Table 1. It is
not common practice to equip DGP with spectral kernels, but a variant is used by Wilson et al. [8],
where fL−1 is the output of a deep neural network.
DGPs and SM kernels add expressiveness to GP models in orthogonal directions – common DGPs
seek better interpolation with locally varying smoothness, while SM kernels seek extrapolation under
stationary assumptions. Our analysis shows that DGPs and SM kernels are better when working
together, producing interpretable spectrograms.
3.4 DGPs under monotonicity
Our analysis of compostional DGPs imposes the assumption that the inner layers fL are monotonic1,
which is not the case if fL−1 were drawn from a zero-mean GP. While this assumption seems
unrealistic with zero-mean DGPs, it is now common practice [18, 19] for DGPs to use linear mean
function for the inner layers, making their sample paths likely monotonic.
While compositional DGPs use linear mean function as a heuristic to ensure monotonocity, heuristics
are not needed for GPs with nonparametric kernels, as the model formulation implicitly imposes
monotonicity for the inner layers.
Viewed as a reparametrization trick, using NSQ to build DGPs avoids symmetric multimodalities
shown in compositional DGPs [19]: functions fL−1, −fL−1 and fL−1+ c yield the same conditional
kernel for the next layer, introducing at least 2D modes for a D-dimensional input, a detriment to
current inference methods. However, those modes are mapped to the same lengthscale function,
which simplifies inference.
We replicate the toy example from Havasi et al. [19], where the 2-layer DGP is replaced by a GP with
NSQ kernel. Seen from Figure 2, the HMC samples do not have clear bimodalities.
3.5 CSK as deep Gaussian process
Due to its nonparametric nature, CSK can also be used as a covariance function for deep GP: we can
simply draw functions recursively from a GP with CSK as its kernel. Such deep GP can be expressed
as a Markov chain of a set of functions {hL,θ}θ∈Θ, with conditional distribution:
hL,θ|{hL−1,θ}θ∈Θ ∼ GP(0, kCS(x,x′|θ(x) = Fθ(hL−1,θ(x))), θ ∈ Θ, (24)
h0,θ ∼ GP(0, k0(x,x′)), θ ∈ Θ, (25)
1In multidimensional case, f is monotonic if (f(x)− f(x′))>(x− x′) ≥ 0.
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Figure 2: Posterior samples from a GP with NSQ kernel. The samples show that the posterior
distribution is unimodal, where the posterior for a 2-layer compostional DGP is bimodal [19].
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Figure 3: 2D prior draws from covariance function deep GPs with correlation function CSK (6).
where function Fθ is the warping function (11). This construction is a generalization of the deep
covariance function GP proposed in [9], where the NSQ kernel [3] is used. Using CSK to replace
NSQ does not change the Markovian property of {hL,θ}, which has proven to be ergodic [9], contrary
to the pathology demonstrated by zero-mean compositional DGP [9, 20].
Despite a significant leap in expressiveness, all current deep GP models are ergodic Markov chains,
which upper bounds model complexity with its effective depth [9]. However, replacing NSQ with
CSK greatly enriches the prior space, as is demonstrated in Figure 3.
4 Scalable inference for covariance function DGPs
In this section, we discuss sparse GP-based scalable inference schemes for covariance function DGPs
[9], which has not been well studied. Our inference framework shares the same time complexity
as inducing point sparse DGPs [18, 19]. We consider a nonparametric kernel k(·, ·|Θ), where the
functional hyperparameters θ ∈ Θ have priors of warped GPs (11). The construction is identical
to the equations (24)-(25). Possible candidates of kernels include the NSQ kernel [3, 10, 21], GSM
kernel (19) [13] and CSK (10). Without loss of generality, we assume a 2-layer deep GP (L = 1):
f ∼ GP(0, k(·, ·|Θ)), (26)
θ(x) = Fθ(hθ(x)), hθ(x) ∼ GP(0, kθ(·, ·)). (27)
With noisy observations {X,y} (2), and inducing points zf , zθ with their respective observations
uf ,uθ, we can factorize the joint likelihood:
p(y, f ,hΘ,uΘ,f ) = p(y|f)︸ ︷︷ ︸
likelihood
p(f |uf ,hΘ)p(uf |hΘ)
∏
θ∈Θp(hθ|uθ)p(uθ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
prior
, (28)
where hθ = hθ(X
⋃
zf ),hΘ = {hθ, θ ∈ Θ}. The posterior distribution p(uΘ,f |y) is intractable,
and we it approximate with stochastic gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (SG-HMC) [19, 22] and
doubly stochastic variational inference (DS-VI) [18]. While we use 2-layer DGP as an example, the
likelihood factorizes analogously for more layers.
4.1 Stochastic gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
Hamiltonian Monte Carlo [23] produces samples from the posterior distribution p(u|y), which
requires the computation of the gradient for the negative log-posterior U(u) = − log p(u|y). SG-
HMC [22] generalizes class HMC to scalable settings by using stochastic gradient estimates.
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Figure 4: Chirp signal experiment. (a): The training data (grey points) with the ground truth line
(blue) and predicted mean (red); ground truth and predict mean overlap. (b): HMC samples of the
learned frequency function, with ground truth instantaneous frequency (blue line) and MAP estimate
(red line). (c), (d): HMC samples of lengthscale and variance functions, with MAP estimates marked
with red lines.
Using Jensen’s inequality, we can observe from (28) that the lower bound of the joint log-likelihood
p(uΘ,f ,y) can be approximated via Monte Carlo sampling:
log p(uΘ,f ,y) ≥
∫
log
[
p(y, f ,hΘ,uΘ,f )
p(f |uf ,hΘ)p(hΘ|uΘ)
]
p(f |uf ,hΘ)p(hΘ|uΘ) dhΘdf
≈ log p(y|̂f) + log p(uf |ĥΘ) + log p(uΘ). (29)
The vectors ĥΘ, f̂ are Monte Carlo samples: ĥΘ ∼
∏
θ∈Θp(hθ|uθ), f̂ ∼ p(f |ĥuf ,Θ). We can thus
approximate the gradient using (29), where∇U(uΘ,f ) = −∇ log p(uΘ,f |y) = −∇ log p(uΘ,f ,y).
Using the same inequality and assuming a variational distribution factorizing over uΘ,f , we obtain
the DS-VI framework. Readers may refer the details of the derivation to the supplementary materials.
5 Experiments
5.1 Recovering chirp signal
We first test our methods on simulated datasets. A chirp signal is a non-stationary signal taking the
generic form x(t) = cos(φ(t)). In this setting, we take 400 noisy observations of a chirp signal
x(t) = cos(2pi(t+0.6t3)), and train a one-component CSK with 30 inducing points. In the simulated
dataset, the instantaneous frequency of this signal is φ′(t)/2pi = 1 + 1.8t2, which is recovered with
the frequency term in CSK (see figure 4).
5.2 Solar irradiance
We consider regression on the solar irradiance dataset[24], which has shown some non-stationarities.
We compared GP models with NSQ, SM, HMK [14] and CSK, where the inference for SM and HMK
were done with sparse GP regression with inducing points [25], and the functional hyperparameters
of NSQ and CSK are inferred with SGHMC as illustrated in the previous section. While it is not
immediately clear from the spectrogram visualizations (see figure 5, the spectral kernels (SM, HMK
and CSK) learns similar frequency patterns: SM learns global frequency peaks exhibited in data;
HMK learns and interpolates local patterns; CSK learns a global pattern with varying frequencies,
while also accounting for the non-Gaussianity of the data.
5.3 New York Yellow Taxi dataset
We ran GP regression on a subset of the New York Yellow Taxi dataset2, whose objective is to predict
the taxi trip duration given the pickup and dropoff locations and the starting date and time. Given
CSK’s ability to handle periodicities, we treat the date and time as one feature. We ran 7 different
models in total: Bayesian linear regression (LINEAR), vanilla sparse GPs with 100 and 500 inducing
points (VANILLA 100 & 500), sparse GP with SM kernel (SM), 4-layer compositional deep GP with
2http://www.nyc.gov/html/tlc/html/about/trip_record_data.shtml
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Figure 5: GP regression with solar irradiance. Test log-likelihoods are shown in parentheses for
figures (a1)-(d1). The learned frequencies are marked by the red lines and points on the spectrogram
plot (b2)-(d2). The lengthscale and variance function learned from CSK is plotted on (d3)-(d4).
“monotonic” inner layers (DGP 4), GP with NSQ and CSK. Apart from VANILLA 500, other models
were run with 100 inducing points.
Model LINEAR VANILLA 100 VANILLA 500 SM DGP 4 NSQ CSK
Test log-likelihood -1.278 -0.847 -0.823 -0.805 -0.623 -0.580 -0.576
Test MSE 0.755 0.333 0.314 0.298 0.303 0.293 0.289
Table 2: GP regression results for NY taxi dataset.
One can tell from comparison in Table 2 that the taxi dataset is nonlinear, non-Gaussian and exhibits
nontrivial frequency patterns. CSK marginally outperforms better than other model by accounting
for all three properties. NSQ outperforms a 4-layer DGP due to a different parametrization: NSQ is
roughly equivalent to a 2-layer DGP where the inner layers for each data dimensions are modelled
with SE kernels with independent lengthscales.
6 Conclusion
In this work, we propose the convolutional spectral kernel, which generalizes Paciorek and Schervish
[3] with spatially varying frequencies. We analyze common kernels and GP models having input
warping with spectrogram, which sheds light on the interpretation of deep models, and draws an
equivalence between two types of DGPs. We propose a novel scalable inference framework for DGPs
constructed via covariance functions, which empirically outperforms current compositional DGP
methods. The theoretical results derived in this paper indicate that covariance function DGPs, as an
appealing alternative to current DGPs, warrant further study.
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